
First Chief of the Elwald
Reserved for generation was Robert for the name of the Elwald 
Clan Chief.



What could one conclude the name of the first 
chief would be? The conclusion from above is 
that the name would be Robert Elwald.





Robert Elwald of Redheugh would be the 
tenth chief with the same name, in 1476. 
Given that the chieftain likely started at Robert de Bruce, of 
1320, a rough estimate (1480-1318)/9(in between generations 
makes 9 not 10)= 19 years between first sons. Which would 
be possible.



This would put the name close to the time of Elwald surname 
emergence.

The name Elwald is felt to emerge from the name; saint/king 
Ælfwald (wald German for forest, wold Low German), which 
dropping the Æ brought Elwald (wold). 

Alfreda is the wife of (uxor) Elfwald in 1160 Holme. It is likely an 
Alan son of Elfwald took Elfwald as a surname, giving the name 
Alan Elfwald (Alanus Elfwold). By having an f in the name it is 
indicative that it is a variant of   Ælfwald.

It can be seen that Bec and Holme are close to each other.



From Robert Elwald of Remyngton (Rimington) because he  
did not persecute Alan his father and  Francis de (of) Jarum, 
his pledges 40d. ca. 1305.

This Robert Elwald would be at the time of the first Elwald 
Clan chief.   Alan is his father, and Francis is of Jarum.



It should be noted that Jarum is a Danish community.

In 1411 there is found a John Elwald of Dinsdale.



It can be seen that in 1411, Dinsdale is near Jarum. So it is 
felt that this family may be linked to Jarum.



The Kerr which were of the Traitors of Leven to the North are 
felt to come from Lancashire. 



Migration paths of Ker, and Elwald seem similar.  This would be in 
the pathway of the early Alan and Robert Elwald.
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